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Absrract

The expaoiate literary community in interwar Paris inchided a number ofwomen

whose private presses and little magazines stimulated dIe creation of experimental

literamre by printing works certain to be rejected by mainstream publishing houses.

These publishers and editors have rraditionally been cast as the midwives of

modernism. Literary histories relegate them to rraditional female roles - or ignore

them altogether. Feminist scholarship has recently begun to uncover the full extent

of the women's influence; however, the body of self-representationalliteramre they

produced continues to be neglected or misread. This thesis examines Sylvia Beach's

Shakespeare and Company, Caresse Crosby's The Passio)'!ate Years, and Margaret

Anderson's My Thirty Years' War.

Conscious that her adoption ofan autobiographical voice breaches culmral

scripts ofself-effacing womanhood, Sylvia Beach downplays her role as bookseller,

librarian and publisher to foreground instead a more conventional, maternal role.

Details ofher literary labours, particularly those arising from her publication of

James]oyce's Ulysses, are selectively interspersed amidst accounts of personal favours

perfonned for ht;~' clientele. Invoking a domestic discourse to represent Shakespeare
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and Company, Beach disguises her bid to establish the bookstore as a landmark of

modernism.

Like Beach, Caresse Crosby revises standard (male) histories of expaoiate Paris

by simating her autobiography within a domestic realm and not the public space of

Left Bank cafes. The Passionate YeaTS highlights Crosby's status as a glittering society

hostess whose parties attract international attention. The depiction of her social

preeminence comprehends claims of her artistic influence: Crosby's guests at her

Moulin de Soleil include writers and artists whose works she published at her Black

Sun Press.

Margaret Anderson too collapses the distinction between home and workplace.

My Thirty Years' War depicts how she edits the Little Review at her kitchen table;

furthermore, her journaland domestic space are upheld as equally valid vehicles of

creative self-expression. Anderson's credo of "life-as-an-an" encapsulates the

integration of everyday life and artistic concerns common to all three

autobiographies: an integration which mutes the authors' claims of literary authority

but also, more fundamentally, reflects their experiences as women. These

autobiogr-aphers, then, challenge androcemric models of modernist autonomy as

they reposition themselves as the mothers, not midwives, of modernism.
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Chapter 1

Literary Midwifery, Motherhood and Modernism:

The Women Editors and Publishers of Interwar Paris

As remarkable as it may seem, in those years in Montparnasse it was the
women among us who shaped and directed and nourished the social and
artistic and literary life of the young (under thirty) and vibrant Anglo
American an colony. Without them, the colony would have had neither the
historical richness nor the cultural significance that has made it for years such
an absorbing subject. Resourceful, vital, resolute, and blessed with inunense
talent, the women left their mark on all they encountered. (Cody, The W011ll'7l

ofMontparnasse 11)

For over half a century the "women ofMontparnasse" have captured the popular

and scholarly imagination. Sylvia Beach's generosity, Genrude Stein's arrogance,

and ~atalie Barney's Sapphic gatherings are represented alongside Hemingway's

machismo and Fitzgerald's excesses in countless recreations of expatriate Paris.

Literary histories proffer appraisals of the women's contributions to modernism,

appraisals all tOO often influenced by enduring legends and androcentric biases. Most

recently, feminist theorists have begun to direct serious critical inquiry towards

long-overlooked women modernists, thereby profoundly reconfiguring the comours

of the entire movement. Throughout six decades of scholarly and not-so-scholarly
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investigation, however, too little attention has been paid to the women's own

consmIctions of their lives and work. This thesis examines the neglected

autobiographies of Sylvia Beach, Caresse Crosby, and Margaret Anderson, three of

the most influential- and mythologized - of the era's editors and publishers.

IT

In The Heart to Artemi.l;, the English writer and editor Bryher recounts the energy

that permeated Left Bank artistic circles during the early 1920s. It was, she writes,

the moment of glory for little reviews. Printing was cheap, whoever had fifty
dollars or itS equivalent started a magazine for himself and One Or two
carefully selected friends. Funds failed or there was the inevitable quarrel and
the paper died. I pulled a pile of them OUt of a cupboard a few weeks ago.
They were full of misprints. the covers were faded, but the contents blazed
with vitality. There were the now famous names besides those ofwhom
nothing mOre was heard. (205)

The little.m,'fgazines Bryher describes, like the private presses which proliferated

almost as rapidly during those pre-Depression years, acquired an artistic importance

which belied their often ignominious births and premamre deaths. Providing a

forum for works rejected, or likely to be rejected, by mainstream publishing houses,

these magazines and presses were insmImental in stimulating the production of

experimental literature. Harriet Monroe's account of the inception of her Poetry

journal in Chicago in 1912 exemplifies the spirit of revolt that motivated these
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pioneering publishers:

For years it had become increasingly evident that the present-day poets
needed stirring up. Most of them were doing the same old thing in the same
old academic way ... The well of American poetry seemed to be thinning out
and drying up, and the worst of it was that nobody seemed to care. It was this
indifference that I started our to combat, this dry conservatism that I wished
to refresh with living waters from a new spring. (A Poet's Life 249-50)

Harriet Monroe and her counterparts throUghOUT the United States and Europe

did more than refresh the "well ofAmerican poerry": they altered the very landscape

of modernist literature. Hoffman, Allan :md Ulrich estimate that linJe magazines like

Poetry were the first publishers of approximately eighty percent of the most

important post-1912 writers and critics, including Hemingway, H.D., \ViIJiam

Carlos \Villiams, and Marianne Moore. Additionally, these magazines "introduced

and sponsored every noteworthy literary movement or school" that appeared in

America during the early decades of the century (Hoffman et 0/1-2). Because the

"two-way traffic between literary periodicals and book publishing" was far more

common at the time than today, appearances in the linJe magazines frequently led to

subsequent publication in book form (Hanscombe and Smyers 199). Sections of

James]oyce's Ulysses, for instance, were serialized by Harriet Weaver's Egoist and

Margaret Anderson's Little Review prior to Sylvia Beach's publication of the novel in

its entirety in 1922. Accounts of early responses to Joyce's masterpiece vividly

remind us how far the little magazines and private presses challenged literary
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convention in their promotion of the new writing. In My Thirty Years' War,

Anderson describes how she and co-editor Jane Heap were inundated with a flood of

"the most insulting, the most fffensive, the most vulgar letters telling us exactly what

the public thought ofJamesJoyce" (212): Sylvia Beach recounts flocks ofwriters

descending upon her little bookshop with manuscripts of erotica; among those she

declined to publish were Frank Harris' My Lives and LO'L'fS and D.H. Lawrence's Lady

Chatterley's Lover.

If private presses such as Beach's Shakespeare and Company offered would-be

authors at least the possibility of publication, these presses "did more than operate as

welcome outlets for unwanted books" (Ford, "Forward" vii-viii). Equally important,

"the fact of their existence symbolized the protest of a whole contingent ofwriters

who opposed what they considered the overcommercialization of the established

publishing houses." The presses shared with the little magazines a commionent to

quality which overrode financial concerns; like the journals, they were

"'noncommercial by intent, for their altruistic ideal usually rule[d] out the hope of

financial profit" (Hoffman et al 2).1 As Bridget Elliott and la-Ann Wallace remark,

"the ·consecration' of avant-garde an depends to an enormous degree onh5'~ppCirent

IThis altruistic impulse is exemplified by Harriet'Monroe's remarks in a notice circulated to
I.'

announce Poetrjs inauguration: "this magazine is not:intended as a money-maker but as a public-

spirited effort to gather together and enlarge the po:f's public and to increase his earnings" (qtd.

Monroe, A Poet's Lift 252). "
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disinterestedness, its distance from a profit motive" (126).2The tension bet\",een

artistic integrity and what a character in Hemingway's memoir of expatriate Paris

delicately terms "the problem of sustenance" (A Moveable Feast 106) is subtly

expressed in Beach's Shakespeare and Cumpany. When. Beach, whose efforts on Joyce's

behalf repeatedly bring her to the brink of personal as well as professional

2 Because of the confusion which frequently issues from usage of the words "modernist" and
"avant-garde," a brief discussion of these terms may be ofvalue here. Many scholars, including Petcr
Burger ~s well as Elliott and \Vallace, employ "avant-garde" to refer to the artistic experiment3tion of
a specifi;: historical period; however, Susan Suleiman broadly defines the term to encompas~:'t:h~c:.

innovations ofmodernism and postmodemism in addition to those of the historiClI avant-garde.
Other theorists conflate distinct categories: Burger notes that Renato Poggioli typifies the Anglo
American tradition "in his tendency to equate modernism and the avant-garde - and to subsume
both under the label "modernism"(xiv). Frederick Karl voices a popular perception when he asserts
that "the avant-garde is out front" on the cutting edge of modernism; eventually, he argues, the
avant-garde becomes "corrupted and assimilated" into something more familiar, at which point it
ceases to warrant the label (3). Astradur Eysteinsson, on the other hand, "upholds a dynamic

reciprocity" between the concepts ofavant-ii;arde and modernism (4). He points out that "{t]he
weakness of the split between them becomes apparent when we wish to bring them, as theoretical

constructs, to bear upon the products ofwriters who do not easily fit intO either one," for example,
e.e. cummings and Gertrude Stein (147).

\Vhile debate over. the relationship between the two terms continues, theorists generally agree

that the avant-garde challenged what it regarded as the polarization oflife and ll.rt advoCared by high
modemism. To quote Burger, "[t]he avant-gardistes view its dissociation from the praxis ofWe ai:the
dominant characteristic ofart in bourgeois society" (49). Su!,aman poirits out that another import3nt
difference between modernism and contemporaneous avant-garde groups was the degree of female
participation. While women played an important role in modernism - as we shall see, their .'

effacement came only with the niid-cenrory erection of the modernist canon - women writers were
from the beginning excluoeclfrom .the avant-garde (28). Indeed, "between 1924 and 1933, during the
most dynamic and 'ascendant' peritXJ of the [Surrealist] movement, not a single woman was included
as an official member" (Suleiman 29). Nonetheless, women made vital contributions to th,(avant

garde in other ways. For example, Nancy Cunard provided financial support, Margaret Anderson and
Jane Heap generated publicity through their Little Rroiew, and Caresse Crosby publi.,hed avant-garde

I~·...

worle at her Black Sun Press. ."
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bankruptcy, learns that Ca/endor will publish Finnegan's Wake only without a passage

which printers refuse to set on grounds of its alleged obscenity, she is obliged to

report "very relueuntly" to itS editor that Joyce "could not discuss any alteration of

his ten" (169), In My Thirty Years' War, Margaret Anderson expresses the tension

between professional ethics and personal sunrival in different renns. "As the Little

Revic'w became more articulate, more interesting," she writes, "its subscription list

became less impressive. It is much easier to find a public for ideals than for ideas.

The subscriptions dwindled during the whole of the L.R.'s best period." The result:

"From this time (1917) until 1923 there was almost never s week when the morning

coffee was assured" (146).3 Clearly, the comminnent to quality and disregard for

l Elsf~where in the 3urobiography, Anderson erllibits an uncharacteristic bitterness in her
cond£:r.iilarion of the commercialization ofmainstream publishing. She describes an encounter with F.
Sco_tt Fitzgerald during which she reports to the young writer the contents of the forthcoming
ina;.g,Jral io;c;ue of T.ittl" Rf.'Vif.W. Anderc;On wrires,u"Sc.orr regretted wirh hlll"hes thar his snIff wac; roo

porul~r to be solicited by a magazine (If the new prose. When I next S~W him two ye~rs later he was
still blushing because he was receiving checks from Harper'.r Hawa,., while good writers like Djuna
Rames han to give their STories to the T.ittl" Rroif.'W for nothing" (43-44). Tmmediately afterwards, "he
refllres Gemucle Stein's claim that it is nor "good principle" fur- the T,itt1,. Rroif.'W not ro pay its

ronnibmors:

Well, neither do I consider it good principle for the artist to remain unpaid - it's a little
better thAn for him to remain lmprimed, that's All. Practic.ally everything the Litt!,. Re1.Jif!l11

pnhlisheci during its first yeats was material that would have been accepted hy no other
maga7.ine in the world ar the moment, T.arer a11 the art magll7.ines wanted to print ollr

rontributors and, besides, pay them n. If they frontributors] had something we especially
wanted they gave it to us befote the Dial was pennitted to see it - and pay. The best
Rumpean writer" ann painters nin the AAme. (44-45)

Compare this passage with Harriet i\1onroe's vehement exposition of Poetry's insistence upon p~ying
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profit which characterized these small literary enterprises exacted considerable

personal sacrifice from their founders.

As the preceding pages suggest, those founders included a substantial number of

women. Many of the women editors and publishers spent part or all of their

professional lives in Paris, for a number of reasons which we shall examine shonly.

Sylvia Beach's bookstore, home to seven successive editions of UlyJJeJ, was a furore

on the Left Bank for two decades. Not far off, Caresse Crosby and - for the first

few years - her husband Harry produced exquisitely bound books at the Black Sun

Press, the longest lived and most prolific of the private p!"esses. A.fargaret Anderson

and co-editor Jane Heap brought the Little Redew to the French capital for two years

at the height of the American invasion: here, asin the States,the review was

alternately celebrated and reviled for" [i]ts irreverent tone, its eclectic selections, and

the idiosyncratic opinions of its editors" (Marek 101). One ofthe Black Sun's chief

rivals for prolificacy and workmanship was Nancy Cunard's Hours Press, which

published twenty-four books between 1928 and 1931. Cunard's repudiation of her

ultra-conservative and monied heritage - her grandfather was the founder of the

shipping company - was exemplified by her cultivation of close personal and

professional ties with Surrealist leaders. Other modernist women followed the

Crosbys in launching small presses initially as a means of seeing their own writing

its contributors in A Poet's Lift, page 363.














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































